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Mission: To transform mobility by making it more efficient, affordable and 

sustainable.

-Founded in France (2006) 

-22 countries 

-25 million people registered

-10 million rides a quarter

-$1.6 billion market value 

BLABLACAR SNAPSHOT
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BRIEF HISTORY OF CARPOOLING 

Ford’s model T and 1914 recession
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Saving resources for the war effort
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1973 Oil Crisis



The collaborative economy!
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FIVE VARIABLES OF SOCIAL INNOVATION

Source: BUCKLAND & MURILLO, 2013



BBC has helped carpooling become mainstream by making it safe, easy, 

reliable and convenient. 

Ademe study on carpooling in France (2015):

• 70% had never used carpooling 

• Wider demographic: 2009 = the student community. By 2015, the mean age is 33. 

• Increased popularity in rural areas (16%)

• 71%: professionals, 13%: students, 13%: unemployed and a rising segment are retired (3%) 

Positive perception: good value, friendly, convenient and environmentally friendly

1. SOCIAL IMPACT



Environment

1 Megatonne of CO2 (past 12 m). 90.000 tonnes of CO2 emissions in Spain (past 5 years)

Efficiency

BBC average car occupancy, 2.8 people VS  European average of 1.2

Road Safety

Drowsiness: First cause of road accidents. Sharing keep drivers alert on the road (93%)

New Transport Grid

Comprehensive road link cover and enhanced granularity nationwide. Door to door solutions

Social Capital

Social bridge: mixing people together from diverse generations, incomes and backgrounds
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Unicorn start-up and fastest growing collaborative consumption company in Europe.

GROWTH MILESTONES

2007
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2. FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY

2010



Several business models before settling on current online hub for “social travel” 

BUSINESS MODEL

• Focus on building a global brand to generate critical mass

• Gradual introduction of booking fee
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KEY TO SUCCESS

• Cost-sharing: cap on the number of passengers & price 

• Focus on inter-city travel
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“We are not really in the low-cost transport business but in the trust business” (Nicolas 

Brusson, BBC co-founder)

The innovation lies in the way trust is created and maintained:

• Collaborative Economy trust framework D.R.E.A.M.S.

• Transparency and relevant information to reassure and empower the users

• Shared-cost compliance mechanisms: 3 levels of protection
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3. INNOVATION TYPE

http://www.betrustman.com/


• Credit-card booking:  no-shows from >35% to 3%

• Partnership with AXA for free additional insurance

80,000 ratings every month, 98% are positive experiences. Only 0,5% of users have been 

blocked

2/3 of growth is on personal referral!
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1: GOVERNMENTS: Poster child for the successful European sharing-economy start-up.

Treated as a national champion in France and the EU

But, in some Southern European countries,  

regulatory vacuum & no public policy incentives

Lawsuit in Spain for unfair competition. First case

in all 22 countries where it operates
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4. CROSS-SECTOR COLLABORATION



But something may be changing in Spain …! 
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2: Partnerships with CORPORATES to multiply impact

Total

• EU White Certificate Scheme

• Fuel vouchers worth €20 to first-time drivers

• Growth unlocked in the segment of first-time drivers

Vinci Autoroutes

• Free télépéage card

• Designated carpooling car parks &  meeting points

Indian Railways (IRCTC)

• Indian transport demand is > than public infrastructure

• To divert users from congested train network to

road transport 
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From French start-up to a global company 

“We asked ourselves: is it a French phenomenon? We proved that it was not. We then asked: Is it 

a European phenomenon. No we have just launched in Brazil, India and elsewhere. It is a platform 

that works wherever people have cars” (Nicolas Brusson, BlaBlaCar co-founder)

• Large market with largest excess capacity in the transport industry

• Spain: first country that proved the scalability of the model 

• Acqui-hire expansion strategy: customising its mission to local culture

• April 2015: BBC buys Carpooling.com (6 million members)
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5. REPLICABILITY AND SCALABILITY



Emerging Markets – The Next Frontier

“We want to reach economies of scale, so we are looking at big countries. We look at the price of 

gas, the state of transport in general, and how people are connected — are they using their 

smartphones? — then we make a call on whether it can work”

• Demand for long-haul carpooling in emerging markets is much bigger than anticipated

• Global expansion via big Latin American countries such as Chile

• In 2016, focus on investments in key Asian markets. Will evaluate China separately

• The US is not on the company’s short-term horizon as no financial incentive
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• BBC offers access to private vehicle/ low-cost travel BUT rebound effect?

• Ademe: “by allowing passengers to travel more car-pooling creates a rebound effect 

which has not been quantified yet”

• Lack of independent studies has a knock-on effect on policy makers’ awareness and 

so appropriate public policies cannot be designed

• Uber and Lyft set to share data for study by Natural Resources Defense Council and 

UC Berkeley's Transportation Sustainability Research Center to analyze impacts in US

• WIN WIN for BlaBlaCar to help shed light on their overall impacts to promote 

carpooling further expansion
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FINAL REFLECTIONS



Thank you!
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